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Experimental Observation of Classical Dynamical Monodromy
M. P. Nerem, D. Salmon, S. Aubin, and J. B. Delos
Department of Physics, College of William and Mary, 300 Ukrop Way, Williamsburg, Virginia 23185-8795, USA
(Received 6 November 2017; published 30 March 2018)
A Hamiltonian system is said to have nontrivial monodromy if its fundamental action-angle loops do not
return to their initial topological state at the end of a closed circuit in angular momentum-energy space. This
process has been predicted to have consequences which can be seen in dynamical systems, called
dynamical monodromy. Using an apparatus consisting of a spherical pendulum subject to magnetic
potentials and torques, we observe nontrivial monodromy by the associated topological change in the
evolution of a loop of trajectories.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.120.134301

Introduction.—Classical mechanics is an old subject in
which new physics seldom appears. However, a body of
recent work is developing on phenomena collectively
called Hamiltonian monodromy. In its “static” manifestation, action variables are multivalued functions of conserved quantities. This leads to dynamical consequences,
where a loop or cloud of particles can be made to evolve
smoothly into a topologically different loop. Monodromy
was first introduced theoretically [1] as a change in the
topology of action-angle coordinates in the “champagne
bottle” system. Since then, it has been shown to exist in
several physical systems, including the symmetric top and
spherical pendulum [2], a top in a fluid [3], and a resonant
swing spring [4].
This classical phenomenon was extended to quantum
mechanics [5]. Because action variables are multivalued,
their corresponding quantum numbers are multivalued, so
there is no unique assignment of quantum numbers to
quantum states. The archetypal manifestation of monodromy on the global structure of a quantum system is a
spatial defect in the lattice of allowed eigenvalues [6].
This quantum manifestation of monodromy has been
predicted theoretically in the energy spectra of atomic
2þ
hydrogen [7], ellipsoidal billiards [8], Hþ
[9],
2 and HHe
H2 O and quasilinear molecules [10], dipolar molecules in
electric fields [11], the quantum swing spring [12], which is
a model for the CO2 molecule [13], and trapped Bose gases
[14]. Related phenomena have also been characterized [15],
such as fractional monodromy [16], bidromy [17], and the
combination thereof, predicted in HOCl [18]. Monodromy
also shows up in collective vibrations of nucleons in bound
nuclei (interacting boson model) [19], attractors in theories
of nonlinear waves [20] and, most recently, Dicke superradiance [21].
The above are called static manifestations of monodromy; they arise from smooth connections of action-angle
coordinates on families of static phase-space tori that are
present in integrable classical systems. “Dynamical”
0031-9007=18=120(13)=134301(5)

manifestations of monodromy are analogous topological
changes in loops of particles that occur as a system evolves
in time [22]. We apply a time dependent perturbation to a
loop of particles in a system with monodromy, and follow
the loop as it evolves into a topologically different loop.
This change is classical dynamical monodromy.
While quantum static monodromy has been demonstrated in the spectra of some molecular systems [23],
we know of only one measurement on a classical system
that displayed static manifestations of monodromy [24].
We report here the first experimental demonstration of
dynamical monodromy. Our experimental design is an
adaptation of the prototypical monodromy system: particles
moving in a champagne bottle potential. The dynamical
consequences of monodromy in this system have been
discussed theoretically [22] and are summarized in the
following section.
Dynamical monodromy.—Consider particles of unit
mass restricted to a 2D plane, in a cylindrically symmetric
potential with a central barrier, VðρÞ:
VðρÞ ¼ −aρ2 þ bρ4

ða; b > 0Þ;

ð1Þ

1
Hðq; pÞ ¼ ðp2x þ p2y Þ þ VðρÞ ¼ h;
2

ð2Þ

Lðq; pÞ ¼ xpy − ypx ¼ l:

ð3Þ

The Hamiltonian and angular momentum are conserved
quantities, with their values denoted (l, h). The space of
values (l, h) is called angular momentum-energy space, but
we prefer a name that connects with quantum mechanics,
spectrum space. A level set of these functions is the set of
phase-space points having fixed values of angular momentum and energy, fz ¼ ðx; y; px ; py ÞjLðzÞ ¼ l; HðzÞ ¼ hg.
By the Liouville-Arnold theorem [25], these level sets,
defined by the angular momentum and energy values, are
topologically equivalent to tori (with the exception of one
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FIG. 1. Angle loops ϕ1 (red line) and ϕ2 (blue line) are plotted
on a torus. After going around a monodromy circuit, ϕ1 smoothly
changes into ϕ01 ¼ ϕ1 þ ϕ2 (black line).

set). To visualize the torus we can express any canonical
momentum, here we choose pρ , as a function of configuration coordinates and a given value of angular momentum
and energy,
 
1=2
l2
pρ ðq; l; hÞ ¼ 2 h − 2 − VðρÞ
:
2ρ

ð4Þ

Figure 1 is the corresponding torus for l ¼ 1, h ¼ −1,
a ¼ 5, and b ¼ 3.
The level set corresponding to (l ¼ 0, h ¼ 0) is the one
set that is not a torus. The derivatives of HðzÞ and LðzÞ
vanish at z ¼ 0, making their phase space gradients linearly
dependent at that point. The spectrum space point, (l ¼ 0,
h ¼ 0), is a singular value, called the monodromy point,
and the corresponding level set is called a pinched torus
[26]. Action-angle variables are not defined on this level
set, and the remaining set of nonsingular values in spectrum
space is not simply connected. A consequence is that the
canonical action-angle variables can, and in fact do,
become multivalued functions of (l, h). A monodromy
circuit is defined as any closed circuit in spectrum space
surrounding the monodromy point. When we examine the
changes of action-angle loops on the circuit, the initial and
final tori are the same, but, as shown in Fig. 1, one of the
canonical angle variables has smoothly changed into a
different fundamental loop. This is a static manifestation of
monodromy.
In dynamical monodromy, this same topological change
can be implemented by driving a loop of noninteracting
particles around a monodromy circuit. First we start with a
family of noninteracting particles on the initial torus
(l ¼ 0, h < 0) with initial positions and momenta corresponding to the ϕ1 canonical angle loop of Fig. 1. In
position space, particles oscillate radially between the inner
and outer classically forbidden regions as shown in Fig. 2 I.
Then we apply external forces to dynamically change the
particles’ angular momenta and energies, following a
monodromy circuit in spectrum space, (lðtÞ; hðtÞ), around
the monodromy point.

Several steps are required to drive the particles around
this circuit. (i) Start all particles with the same energy
h0 < 0 and angular momentum l ¼ 0 as shown in Fig. 2 I.
(ii) Apply external forces so the particles are given positive
angular-momentum and begin to rotate around the classically forbidden region, shown in Fig. 2 II. (iii) Increase the
energy of each particle to h > 0, shown in Fig. 2 III.
(iv) Reduce the angular momentum to zero (when we focus
on the structure of the loop in configuration space, this is
the critical point on the monodromy circuit). (v) Continue
to reduce the angular momentum to a negative value.
During this evolution (steps iii–v), the angular momentum
is zero for an instant and the classically forbidden region
vanishes simultaneously, shown in Fig. 2 IV. After this
critical moment the classically forbidden region reappears
inside the loop and we see the predicted topological
change, shown in Fig. 2 V. The family of particles had
been confined to one side of the classically forbidden
region, but now the family surrounds the forbidden region.
The remainder of the monodromy circuit returns the
angular momentum and energy to their initial values.
(vi) Reduce the energy of each particle to h < 0 as seen
in Fig. 2 VI. (vii) Apply final torques to bring the angular
momentum back to zero and the energy to the initial value
h0 . Under “ideal” evolution, all particles have equal angular
momenta and energies at all times, and the final values are
equal to the initial values. However, this is not required to
observe the change in topology of the loop of particles, as
seen in Figs. 2 I and VIII.
Computation [22] has shown that the loop of particles
follows the behavior of the angle loop: at the end of the
circuit, the loop will have changed its topological structure.
This topological change is the very definition of dynamical
monodromy. The loop of particles, as it evolves in time, has
experienced the same topological change as the angle loops
in Fig. 1. Here we carry out this process in the laboratory [27].
The apparatus.—To realize this evolution in a classical
experiment, we can observe a family of trajectories of a
single object with different initial conditions instead of
several noninteracting particles. We constructed a spherical
pendulum using a rigid Al rod (length d ¼ 2.502
3.2 × 10−3 m) with a permanent magnet at its end. The
kinetic energy for our spherical pendulum is KE ¼
1
2 _2
_2
2 I pend ðsin θϕ þ θ Þ. The rigid pendulum and magnet
together have a moment of inertia I pend . The magnet
[28] is a cylinder neodymium magnet of mass 382 
0.1 g and magnetic moment of 56.8  0.7 J=T. It was
modeled as a dipole moment jμj aligned coaxially with the
pendulum. A circular coil placed beneath the center of the
pendulum provides a cylindrically symmetric repulsive
force on the magnet creating the inner barrier of the
potential. Thus the full potential energy is
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V well ¼ ðmd dcm þ mdÞg cos θ − μ · Bcoil ;
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FIG. 2. A dynamical monodromy loop with theory (red lines) and experiment (blue lines). The center plot shows the monodromy
circuit in spectrum space while the outer plots are snapshots of the torus and loop of particles at marked points along the circuit. The tori
are generated using Pθ , defined in Eq. (6). The filled blue sections in XY space are the inner turning radii for the experimental data and
the green dashed circles are projections of the inner and outer radii of the tori. The loop of particles undergoes a topological change
(see III and V) as the classically forbidden region disappears in the intervening time, IV. I and VIII correspond to the same torus defined
by (l ¼ 0, h < 0). By this time, however, the experiment has diverged from the ideal path and does not complete the circuit.

where md is the mass of the rod (713  1 g), m the mass of
the magnet, dcm the center of mass of the pendulum, and
Bcoil the magnetic fields from the center coil [29]. The tori
seen in Fig. 2 were plotted using the Pθ momentum cast as
a function of the energy and angular momentum,

Pθ ¼


2I pend h −

l2
2I pend sin2 θ

1=2
:

ð6Þ

The current in the center coil defines the height of the inner
barrier. Instead of adjusting the energy of the pendulum, we
can decrease the current (and the resulting field strength of
the central coil), lowering the barrier.
A camera recording at 30 frames per second mounted
above the system tracks the pendulum’s position. We use
Savitzki-Golay (SG) convolution [30] to smooth the
position data. Similarly, the velocity was found with a five
point first order SG convolution. Subsequent quantities,

such as the energy and angular momentum, were calculated
using the SG-smoothed position and velocity. The experiment used 18 “particles” (i.e. initial conditions) on the
initial angle loop. In Fig. 2, we connect initially adjacent
particles to visualize the loop in configuration and
phase space.
To control the angular momentum, four square coils
surround the perimeter of the pendulum and are connected
in two Helmholtz pairs. Partially inspired by the design of
time-orbiting-potential (TOP) traps for cold atoms [31], this
configuration is shown in Fig. 3. Expressions for the fields
generated by these coils are taken from [32]. The forces
from these coils on the pendulum can sum in any direction
in the xy plane (any force along the length of the pendulum
is negated by its rigidity). By adjusting the currents in these
coil pairs, we create and maintain a net azimuthal force on
the magnet, thereby controlling the angular momentum of
the pendulum. The timing of changes of current in these
coils is set by the precession frequency of the pendulum for
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FIG. 3. Diagram of our apparatus. Shown (to scale) are the
starter coil, central barrier coil and torque coils. The magnet,
camera position, and pendulum are also shown (not to scale),
though the pendulum extends beyond the top of the figure.

each particular initial condition, as determined by a priori
simulation, as seen in Fig. 4. This simulation is a numerical
integration of our model Hamiltonian, given the initial
conditions obtained via the camera. We do not have any
active feedback system to adjust the forces to the instantaneous location of the pendulum. Lastly, there is a small coil
off-center, beneath the pendulum, which is used to capture
and release the pendulum from a consistent location. All
of the electronics are managed via an Arduino microcontroller [33].
A difficult aspect of this experiment is that, because the
potential energy, Eq. (5), is cylindrically symmetric, the
angular motion of the pendulum is at best neutrally stable.
There are instabilities in the pendulum’s motion caused by
asymmetries in the center coil. Further exacerbating the
stability is the timing of external “torquing” forces, as they
are dependent on the predicted position at any given time.
Any deviation between the pendulum’s actual and simulated position will grow due to a nonideal torque being
applied. Hence the pendulum easily drifts away from the
location computed in the simulation, and torque forces can
destabilize the angular motion. For these reasons we record
multiple trials [34] for each particle. When we plot the
positions of the particles, we use the “trimmed mean,” the
mean position of the middle 50% of the experimental runs.
Figure 2V compares the experimental data with simulation right after the monodromy circuit has crossed the
critical point (l ¼ 0, h > 0). The loop of particles has
changed from being on one side of the classically forbidden
region to surrounding it instead. Comparing with the
simulation of the monodromy circuit in Fig. 2 we see that
our experiment has followed a slightly different monodromy circuit. As a result of the spread in spectrum space
and especially the angular drift of particles from their
simulated positions, the family was unable to complete the
monodromy circuit by returning to l ¼ 0. Nevertheless, the
topological change is robust and visible in Figs. 2IV–VII.

FIG. 4. Top: our potential, VðρÞ þ l2 =ð2mρ2 Þ, at the first four
time steps. Zero energy is in reference to the coil potential
energy at ρ ¼ 0. Middle: timing sequence of our experiment,
showing the barrier height and magnitude of torques on each
particle. The difference in initial and final barrier heights is a
characterization of the energy lost due to friction over the
course of the experiment. Bottom: representative timing sequence of the torque coils tailored a priori to keep an
azimuthal applied force for a particular trajectory (this figure
is shown for the particle that begins on the outer turning
radius).
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Conclusion.—We have constructed a spherical pendulum
apparatus to display the topological change associated with
dynamical Hamiltonian monodromy. The change occurs on
a family of particles with initial conditions corresponding
to a canonical angle loop in phase space. The topological
change is robust and both theory and experiment show it,
even though the evolution of the pendulum towards the end
of the circuit is unstable. This experimental observation
makes tangible a phenomenon described in abstract actionangle variables on tori in phase space. Here the topological
changes are readily observable on particles in configuration
space. Now that dynamical monodromy has been observed
in perhaps its simplest system, the way may become clearer
for dynamical manifestations to be observed in the multitude of physical systems with Hamiltonian monodromy. An
experimental design for cold atomic gases has already been
published [22].
Like static monodromy, dynamical monodromy also has
a quantum analog, which will be shown in a separate paper.
A wave packet state evolving under forces displays the
same topological change that is shown here [35].
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